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Abstract
Generic database similarity search is one of the most challenging problems in current
database research. Generic data are not simply structured data with several keys of
numeric or alphabetic types. Traditional search algorithms that only check specified
fields and keys are not effective. Similarity searches find the objects that are similar
to a target using a specified similarity criterion. Tree-structured indexing techniques
based on metric spaces are widely used to solve this problem. Existing methods can be
divided into two categories: approaches based upon Voronoi partitions and approaches
based upon reference points. The later one is the focus of this research. The problem of
database similarity search using reference points in metric spaces is formulated, and the
key issues are addressed. This research focuses upon two broad sets of open problems:
Analysis of the limitations of approaches to similarity search using metric spaces, and
development of criteria that can be and to evaluate the opportunities for new design
methods.
The performance limitations of similarity search based on metric spaces are analyzed
and proved to be imposed by statistical characteristics of the data collection. A new
concept, range threshold, is defined to evaluate the feasibility of tree-structured indexing
techniques based upon reference points in metric spaces. A method to estimate the range
threshold is provided, which makes it possible to check the feasibility of this approach
for a data set prior to implementation.
The opportunities for different approaches are evaluated by criteria based on search
efficiency and utility. Comparison of different Minkowski metrics and data extraction
methods using PCA (principle component analysis) are presented. Search utilities are
demonstrated by examples. Several issues related to index tree structure are addressed.
iv
Experimental results show that a taller tree yields better performance. All these results
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Support for generic data and search or ranking by similarity are two of the main prob-
lems in current database research. With the continuing development of databases and
information technologies, generic data are widely used. Generic data are not simply
structured data with several keys of numeric or alphabetic types. Examples include
free text, images, multimedia and genetic sequences. Traditional search algorithms that
only check specified fields and keys are no longer effective. New data structures and
algorithms that match the requirements of generic data are required. Moreover, in the
traditional approaches, a domain expert analyzes the data and specifies keys and fields.
Then, searches are restricted to the specification of value sets on these structured keys
and fields. For generic data, expert knowledge of a specific attribute or field is usually
unavailable. Therefore, a database for generic data should be able to search without
knowledge from a domain expert.
There is also a need for similarity search capabilities in databases. Similarity search
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strategies are very different from traditional exact search strategies. An exact search
selects and returns the record, whose keys are exactly within specified sets. However,
for recent content-based search strategies, it is rare to find an exact match to these sets,
especially on those generic data types mentioned above. A similarity search strategy
finds the objects that are similar to a target using a specified similarity criterion. In
many cases, these strategies are more practical and useful. For example, in a forensic
investigation, the suspects are identified by comparing DNA sequences. Individuals
whose DNA are sufficiently similar to the DNA samples collected from a crime scene
cannot be excluded and remain suspects. The solution of a similarity search problem
requires the choice of a proper similarity measure and design of an algorithm based on
the similarity relation between data objects. Similarity search has many variations. For
example, the K-Nearest Neighbor search, which is widely used in all kinds of practical
applications, aims to find k most similar objects to a target [15].
Another difficult challenge is the high dimensionality of data. The dimensionality of
current data is beyond the range that a traditional database approach can handle. Data
with 10 dimensions, or keys, was quite high in past years; in comparison, mitochondrial
DNA sequences contain more than 600 bases (corresponding to keys or dimensions). A
solution that overcomes the curse of dimensionality is required.
Here are several applications where high-dimensional generic database similarity
search methods are useful.
1. Genetic Sequence Database
The database contains sequences of symbols. These sequences represent DNA,
RNA, or proteins. There are at least two classes of applications. One attempts to
identify, for example the basis of diseases by searching for particular subsequences
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or structures in large sequences. This is also known as local sequence alignment,
and a well known algorithm is BLAST [28]. Another application is human identi-
fication. Individuals can be uniquely identified by their genetic fingerprints, which
are sets of measurements, or sampled regions, of the DNA in their genomes. This
is widely used in forensic investigations [21].
2. Multimedia Database
Multimedia databases include databases for images, videos clips, audio files and
similar data [23] [38]. Voice recognition, facial recognition and fingerprint match-
ing are applications of these technologies. The traditional way to implement these
applications is selection and extraction of a few key features from the data to
construct structured data. This procedure relies heavily on the help of a domain
expert. Improvements in generic database technologies might allow the data to
be treated as generic data that could be searched directly.
3. Medical Database
Medical databases store medical data such as images of X-rays and MRI (magnetic
resonance imaging) brain scans. Identifying the cause of symptoms by searching
for similar past cases in a database could be helpful for diagnosis [22] [16].
4. Geological Database
A geological database stores all types of geological data, such as satellite images,
maps, and terrain features such as water or roads. An ability to locate some




Financial databases and stock price databases are two of the most widely used
applications of time series. The goal is to predict the future value by finding
similar past patterns. Time series data are also prevalent in engineering and
scientific applications [27].
All these applications listed above could be aided by a general solution for generic
data similarity search.
1.2 Literature Review
An approach to solve the problem of similarity search based on a metric space [12] has
been studied for many years, and a lot of algorithms have been designed and proposed.
The similarity search approach based on a metric space was first introduced in [9]. The
triangle inequality [12], the core of similarity search algorithms based on metric spaces,
was first used in [34]. A large number of algorithms have been implemented based on
these works. All these algorithms can be divided into two categories according to the
way in which they partition the metric space. Some partition the space using reference
points, while others achieve that based on Voronoi partitions [2].
In the approaches based on reference points, several points in a metric space are
chosen as reference points. The distances between these points and all the remaining
points are calculated. Then, the metric space is partitioned according to these distances.
Yianilos [36] implemented vp-tree using this idea. The detailed description of this
method can be found in Section 2.2.3. In order to reduce the number of branches
traversed and improve the performance, a method called the excluded middle vantage
points forest was introduced in [37]. In order to reduce the number of metric calculations
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needed during search processing, Yates proposed the fq-tree [25] that uses the same
reference point on all the nodes at the same level of the tree. Thus, only one metric
calculation is needed when a query descends one level in the tree. However, fq-tree
will be taller than vp-tree and might cause longer search processing time. Yates also
recommended the fhq-tree that is an improved fq-tree with fixed height [25] [4]. A
solution with more than one reference point on each node was also implemented [7].
The benefit of using multiple reference points on one node is a higher fan out below the
node.
One of the critical problems of the vp-tree algorithm is that it is not dynamic. This
shortcoming was removed in [1]. A second problem in this approach is how to choose the
reference points. A general guideline for choosing reference points was provided in [30].
It concludes that the reference points should be away from cluster centers. Several
reference-selecting algorithms were compared, and the variance of the density function
of distances between references and samples was used as a criterion for evaluating the
performance of reference point sets in [5]. A method called the HF-algorithm was
proposed in [26]. A good review and the incremental selection method are provided
in [3]. Another key issue is how to select partitions. Two popular partitions, equal
width and equal percentage, were reviewed and compared in [15] and [10].
Voronoi partitions [13] [2] are another way to partition a metric space. The space is
partitioned into Voronoi cells with respect to a set of split points. The Voronoi cell here
is defined as the set of all points that lie closer to the split point than to any other split
point in the space. The GH-Tree [32], one of the methods based on Voronoi partitions,
uses two split points on each tree node. Therefore, the metric space is partitioned by
a generalized hyperplane. The GNAT [8] uses more than two split points to partition
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the space. M-tree, implemented by Paolo Ciaccia and described in [24], is a dynamic
version of GNAT.
Most of the methods mentioned above have been used in practical applications. Vp-
tree is one of most often used methods. It was implemented for sequence proximity
search [29] [35] and content-based image indexing [11] [19]. One of the variations of
vp-tree, mvp-tree, was successfully applied to a multimedia database [6]. In MoBios
(Molecular Biological Information System) [33], mvp-tree was implemented and claimed
to have better performance than M-tree. For methods based on Voronoi partitions, M-
tree was used for both string approximate search [20] and web image retrieval [17].
1.3 Contributions
In this research, the problem of database similarity search is formulated. Approaches
based upon metric spaces are introduced. A tree-structured index based upon reference
points is used. During research on different search methods, experimental results show
that performance limitations exist. Some performance measures and concepts are de-
fined to help explore the causes of performance limitations of tree-structured indexing
techniques based upon metric spaces. A set of criteria are designed to evaluate the
opportunities of new methods. Different metrics and data extraction methods are eval-
uated and compared for search efficiency and utility. The opportunities provided by
different tree indexing structures are also evaluated. A taller tree yields better perfor-
mance for database similarity search based upon metric spaces, and a binary tree with




2.1 Problem of Similarity Search
The generic database similarity search problem is formulated in this section. Tree-
structured indexing techniques are chosen as the solution. The main steps, general
requirements and goals of tree-structured indexing methods are presented.
2.1.1 Data Extraction for Generic Data
Data extraction is the first and also a very critical step of generic data similarity search.
An optimal data extraction method can lead to a great improvement of search perfor-
mance. For example, a good data extraction method can reduce the dimensionality of
data, and avoid the curse of dimensionality. Therefore, a criterion that can be used to
evaluate and compare different data extraction methods is required. This problem will
be covered in Chapter 4 by in-depth analysis and experiments using an image database.
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2.1.2 Generic Data Similarity Search
A similarity search strategy finds all data objects more similar to a target object than
a specified threshold. The first problem is how to define and evaluate the similarity
between two objects. There are many ways to measure similarity, such as dice coef-
ficient [14], overlap measure [14] and sequence alignment [18], and these methods, in
general, depend upon the data. Dissimilarity measures, such as Euclidean distance
and edit distance [18], are often used instead of the similarity measures. Dissimilarity
measures are used much more often than similarity measures in practical applications,
and this research uses dissimilarity measures as well. A proper dissimilarity measure
that preserves the desired characteristics of data can help to obtain satisfactory results.
For example, sequence database usually choose edit distance as the dissimilarity mea-
sure [29], while the protein sequence database chose local alignment [28]. The most
straightforward search algorithm calculates the dissimilarities between all the objects
and the search target. The search results are the objects within the predefined dissim-
ilarity range. However, the time complexity of this algorithm is O(N), where N is the
total number of objects. Linear time complexity is unacceptable, and an algorithm with
sublinear complexity is needed.
2.1.3 Tree-Structured Indexing
Using a predefined indexing structure helps to reduce the search time, because only part
of the objects will be scanned. The three main steps of these algorithms are:
1. Build an indexing structure.
2. When a search request is received, derive a candidate set from the indexing struc-
ture. The candidate set excludes the objects that can not satisfy the similarity
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requirement.
3. Exhaustively search the candidate set, and find the resulting objects that satisfy
the similarity requirement.
Step 2 can be performed quickly, whereas the time required to perform step 3 scales
linearly with the size of the candidate set. It is therefore desirable to make the candidate
set as small as feasible, while pursuing the efficiency of step 2. In order to perform step
2, an indexing structure can be built based on similarity relations between objects and
their preservation in the index. Similar objects should be stored close to each other
in the indexing structure, such that all the objects within a specified dissimilarity to a
search target can be rapidly identified. The most effective indexing structure is a tree
that indexes and stores data in a hierarchy according to similarity relations between
data objects. The search time of a tree-structured index is the sum of the time of
descent of the tree and the time required to exhaustively search the candidate set.
2.2 Approaches Based on Metric Space
Many researchers have proposed approaches based on a metric space (see definition in
Section 2.2.1). All the samples are mapped to points in a metric space. Dissimilarities
between database objects are evaluated quantitatively by the metric. Similarity searches
are modeled by range queries in the metric space: Find objects within a certain metric
value, or distance, from a specified target. The underlying concepts are:
1. The sample space is modeled as a metric space;
2. Samples are mapped to points in the metric space;
3. Dissimilarity between two objects is quantified by the metric;
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4. A similarity search becomes a problem of finding all points within a certain dis-
tance from the target point in the metric space;
5. Indexing the data is performed by partitioning the points in the metric space.
The explanation of these relations and the mathematical formulation of this approach
are presented below.
2.2.1 Metric Space
Let X be an arbitrary set. A function d : X × X → ℜ ∪ {∞} is a metric on X if the
following conditions are satisfied for all x, y, z ∈ X.
Positiveness: d(x, y) > 0 if x 6= y, and d(x, x) = 0 (2.1)
Symmetry: d(x, y) = d(y, x) (2.2)
Triangle inequality: d(x, z) ≤ d(x, y) + d(y, z) (2.3)
A metric space is a set with a metric. In a formal language, a metric space is a pair
(X, d), where d is a metric on X. Elements of X are called points of the metric spaces;
d(x, y) is referred to as the distance between points x and y [12].
In this research, the dissimilarity of mtDNA sequences are evaluated by edit dis-
tance. The edit distance between two strings is defined as the minimum number of edit
operations; or insertions, deletions, and substitutions, needed to transform one string
into another [18]. Given an alphabet A, then for any string si ∈ A
∗ and element α ∈ A,
three types of edit operations are defined.
1. Deletion of the nth element: Dn(si)
2. Insertion of an element α after position n: In(si, α)
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3. Substitution of an element at position n by another element α: Sn(si, α)
An edit sequences Q(si, sj) is composed of a set of consecutive edit operations that,
when applied to si, transform si into sj. This sequence is in general not unique. The
length of an edit sequence is defined as
‖Q(si, sj)‖ = Number of edit operations in Q(si, sj). (2.4)
The edit distance from si to sj is then defined as the minimum length over all edit
sequences Θ, that transform si into sj
ed(si, sj) = min
Θ
||Q(si, sj)||. (2.5)
For example, given two strings s1 = agctgctcc and s2 = agcttccc, the edit distance from
s1 to s2 is 2, and the corresponding minimizing edit sequence is
Q(s1, s2) = S5(I6(s1, t), g). (2.6)
Edit distances satisfy the three conditions for metrics.
ed(si, sj) > 0 if si 6= sj, and ed(si, si) = 0. (2.7)
Given the minimum edit sequence Q(si, sj), an edit sequence Q(sj, si) that transforms
sj into si can always be found following these steps:
1. Reverse the order of Q(si, sj);
2. Replace each edit operation with the compliment operation:
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Dn(si) → In−1(sj, α),
In(si, α) → Dn+1(sj), and
Sn(si, α) → Sn(sj, β).
For example, for s1 = agctgctcc and s2 = agcttccc, given the minimum edit sequence
Q(s1, s2) = S5(I6(s1, t), g), Q(s2, s1) = D7(S5(s2, t)). The length of edit sequence
Q(sj, si) obtained by this method equals to the length of edit sequence Q(si, sj). By
the definition of edit distance,
ed(sj , si) ≤ ‖Q(sj , si)‖ = ‖Q(si, sj)‖ = ed(si, sj). (2.8)
In the same manner, ed(si, sj) ≤ ed(sj , si) can be obtained. So the symmetry condition
is satisfied.
ed(si, sj) = ed(sj , si) (2.9)
Given two minimum edit sequences Q(si, sj) and Q(sj , sk), an edit sequence Q(si, sk)
that transform si into sk can be obtained by connecting the two edit sequences, yielding
Q(Q(si, sj), sk). By the definition of edit distance,
ed(si, sk) ≤ ‖Q(Q(si, sj), sk)‖ (2.10)
= ‖Q(si, sj)‖ + ‖Q(sj, sk)‖ (2.11)
≤ ed(si, sj) + ed(si, sk) (2.12)
Therefore, the triangle inequality is satisfied. From Eq. 2.7, 2.9 and 2.12, edit distance
is a metric. The algorithms computing edit distance usually use dynamic programming,
which can be extremely time consuming.
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The set of all possible data objects is modeled as a metric space, where sample
objects are points in the space. Dissimilarities are evaluated by the distance. A small
distance, d(x, y), between two points x and y indicates small dissimilarity between the
objects represented by x and y. In other words, the objects x and y are similar to
each other. In order to illustrate this more clearly, take a set of 2-dimensional data as
an example. The data set contains five objects u1, u2, u3, u4, u5. Each object has two
attributions and is mapped into a point in a 2D Euclidean space, as shown in Figure
2.1. One metric in an Euclidean space is simply the Euclidean distance. Objects u1
and u2 are the most similar pair, and their corresponding points are close to each other
in the 2D Euclidean space. u1 is far away from u3 in the space, and they are relatively
more dissimilar than other pairs.
Note that there is some danger in a 2D Euclidean analogy, as a metric need not
satisfy all the properties of Euclidean distance, which can be derived from a norm. For
example, there need be no concept of angle, basis vector, or direction in a metric space.
Although the diagrams in the document are by necessity two-dimensional, it is useful



































Figure 2.2: Similarity Search in Metric Space
2.2.2 Similarity Search in Metric Spaces
A requirement of approaches based on metric spaces is that the dissimilarity measure-
ment used must be a metric. Many practical applications meet this requirement. For
instance, in a forensic mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) sequence database, a natural dis-
similarity measurement is edit distance, which is a metric. If the dissimilarity measure
is a metric, similarity search can be modeled as finding points within a certain distance
from the target point in a metric space. A precise formulation of similarity search in a
metric space follows.
Given query (q, r) on a data set in a metric space, U , where q is the search target
and r is the search range; find all objects that are within distance r from the point q
in the metric space, or the set {ui ∈ U|d(q, ui) ≤ r}, which is called the result set of
query (q, r). Figure 2.2 illustrates similarity search in a 2D Euclidean space, in which
the metric is the Euclidean distance. The circle in Figure 2.2 is centered at the search
target q, and its radius equals to the search range r. Thus, the points within the circle
are the results of search query (q, r). In this example, the result set is {u1, u2}.
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2.2.3 Tree-Structured Indexing in Metric Space
Search methods based on metric spaces can use tree-structured indexing techniques
to achieve a sublinear time complexity. At each tree node, indexing divides the data
set into several subsets based on similarity relations between objects. Indexing based
on a metric space is equivalent to hierarchically partitioning the space into several
subsets. An example that illustrates a 2-level tree in a 2D Euclidean space follows. As
demonstrated in Figure 2.3(a) and Figure 2.3(b), the space is partitioned into three
subsets P1, P2 and P3 at the first level of the tree. Each subset is assigned to a child
node. At the second level, each of the three subsets is partitioned further into 3 subsets.
For example, P1 is partitioned into P11, P12 and P13. Figure 2.3(d) illustrates that P11,
P12 and P13 are assigned to three child nodes node4, node5 and node6, respectively.
During a search processing, the query (q, r) propagates through the nodes that
contain objects within the search criterion until the leaves are reached. In other words,
the subsets that intersect with the circle that represents the search criterion in the
metric space are kept for further pruning. The final candidate set is the union of all the
subsets that survive, corresponding to the leaves of the tree. Then, all the objects in the
candidate set will be searched exhaustively, and those within the circle are submitted
as search results. Figure 2.4 illustrates how a query (q, r) is processed in the 2-level tree
index structure presented above. In Figure 2.4(a), q is the search target, r is the search
range and the circle represents the search criterion. At the first level of the tree, P2 and
P3 intersect the circle. The query propagates through node2 and node3. At node2, the
search criterion intersects with one subset, P23. At node3, the search criterion intersects
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(d) Tree Structure at Level 2
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Figure 2.4: Processing of Search Query (q, r)
the candidate set, which will be searched exhaustively. The search time is
T = Ncand × Tmetric + Tindex, (2.13)
where Ncand is the number of objects in the candidate set, Tmetric is the time required
to perform one metric computation and Tindex is the time required to use the index
to identify the candidate set. The metric calculation is often so time consuming that
Tindex in Eq (2.13) can be neglected. Therefore, Ncand can be used as a performance
measurement. The size of the candidate set depends heavily on the data indexing
structure. In other words, the method used to partition the sample space affects the
size of the candidate set. Figure 2.5 compares the candidate sets of two single level trees
with different partitioning methods. In both trees, the space is divided into 3 subsets
P1, P2 and P3. In Figure 2.5(a), since P1 and P2 intersect the search criterion, these















Figure 2.5: The Effect of Partition Strategy on Candidate Set Size
which contains fewer points than the previous candidate set. Thus, the search time will
be shorter. This example shows that different partitions lead to different candidate set
sizes. The goal is to find an optimal partition that minimizes the expected candidate
set size Ncand over all queries while keeping the time required to resolve the candidate
set small. This goal is in general not achievable, and one must content with suboptimal
results.
Many approaches have been designed and implemented. Most can be divided into
two categories: methods using reference points, and methods based on Voronoi parti-
tions.
Indexing Based upon Voronoi Partitions
The approaches based on Voronoi partitions [13] divide the space into several Voronoi










Figure 2.6: Voronoi Partition in a 2D Euclidean Space
a point pi ∈ R is defined as,
V (pi) = {u ∈ U |d(pi, u) ≤ d(p, u),∀p ∈ R}. (2.14)
In words, V (pi) contains all the points in U that are at least as close to pi as to
any other point in R. Ties are broken arbitrarily, and can on occasion cause ambiguity
in membership in search result sets. Figure 2.6 shows a Voronoi partition in a 2D
Euclidean space.
In these approaches, on each node of the tree, several split points are chosen, making
up the set R. The space is divided into Voronoi partitions based upon these split points.
Voronoi partitions are not the focus of this research. For a comprehensive review and
in-depth discussion, see [2].
Indexing Based upon Reference Points
Partitioning approaches using reference points choose several reference points in the
space and assign one or more of them to each node of an indexing tree. The set of
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objects associated with a node is divided into several subsets according to the distances
between the objects and the reference points. Child nodes repeat this process with
other reference points until leaves are reached. In this manner, the whole space is
hierarchically partitioned into portions of annular regions.
Many methods have been designed to select reference points. However, an effective
reference points selection method is still not available. In this research, reference points
are chosen randomly. The original implementation in vp-tree [36] assigns a different
reference point to each node. Yates proposed fq-tree [25], in which all the nodes at the
same level use the same reference point. This strategy saves a lot of metric computations,
when multiple nodes at the same level are visited. Yates thought the disadvantage was
this strategy would lead to a taller tree and longer tree traversal time. However, for
indexing trees based on metric spaces, the tree traversal time is no longer a critical
part of the search time. Moreover, in this report, our experiments show that a taller
tree will have better performance as presented in Chapter 5. Therefore, the method of
fq-tree is chosen as the indexing structure in this research. The detailed mathematical
description of the indexing tree structure is presented below.
Given the tree height h, h reference points {p1, p2...ph} are chosen. A reference
point pi is assigned to the nodes at level i of the tree. At level i, the space is partitioned
into several annular regions Rij centered at the reference point pi with respect to the
distance. Given the set of data points U embedded in the metric space, the annular
regions associated with reference point pi are




j=0 is an increasing sequence with ai0 = 0. The indexing tree can be imag-
ined as h levels of annular regions that overlap. The final partition consists of the
intersections of all the annular regions. For example, one element of the final subsets
found by descending along a path from root to leaf is,
Pi = R11 ∩ R21 ∩ R31...Rh1. (2.16)
Figure 2.7 illustrates an example of the partition of a 2-level indexing tree. In Figure
2.7(a), the space at tree level 1 is partitioned into three annular regions R11, R12 and
R13 (with a fourth region implicitly extending from the largest boundary shown in the
figure to infinity, which is generally empty). At tree level 2, the space is partitioned
into two annular regions R21 and R22. In Figure 2.7(c), the final partition of the 2-level
indexing tree is produced by the intersections of these five annular regions. There are
eight subsets in the final partition. Three of them are noted for example:
P1 = R13 ∩ R22 = {u ∈ U |d(u, p1) ∈ [a13, a14) and d(u, p2) ∈ [a22, a23)}; (2.17)
P2 = R13 ∩ R21 = {u ∈ U |d(u, p1) ∈ [a13, a14) and d(u, p2) ∈ [a21, a22)}; (2.18)
P3 = R12 ∩ R22 = {u ∈ U |d(u, p1) ∈ [a12, a13) and d(u, p2) ∈ [a22, a23)}. (2.19)
Selection of the partition determines how the range of the metric evaluated over the
set of objects and a reference point is divided into a set of {[aij , aij+1)}. Equal width
and equal percentage are two widely used partitioning strategies. Equal width means
the metric is partitioned into intervals of equal size. The equal percentage method
partitions the metric’s range into intervals such that each interval contains the same
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Figure 2.7: Partition of a 2-level Indexing Tree
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p
(a) Equal Width Partitioning
Strategy
p
(b) Equal Percentage Parti-
tioning Strategy
Figure 2.8: Two Partitioning Strategies: Equal Width and Equal Percentage
space. The main difference between these two strategy is that the equal percentage
partitioning strategy guarantees that the index tree is balanced, while the strategy
based on equal width does not. For traditional index trees, balancing is a critical issue
for search performance. However, unbalancing is a key performance issue for indexing
high dimensional metric spaces [10]. An unbalanced tree is usually taller than a balanced
one. In Chapter 5, a conclusion is drawn that a taller tree yields better performance.
Therefore, equal width partitioning is used in this research.
Search Method Using Indices Based upon Reference Points
The essential idea of search methods using indices based upon reference points is to use
the triangle inequality in Eq (2.3) to rule out partitions, and therefore paths of descent in
the index tree, that can not contain a solution. The search request propagates through
the tree structured index, and a candidate set is generated. A result set, which is a
subset of the candidate set, is obtained by exhaustively searching the candidate set.




Figure 2.9: Triangle Inequality in Similarity Search
three points, a reference point pj, the query target q and an object ui are located in
the metric space. By the triangle inequality, the value of the metrics, or distances, as
represented in the figure by lines, are related by the inequalities.
d(q, ui) ≤ d(ui, pj) + d(q, pj), (2.20)
and
d(q, pj) ≤ d(ui, pj) + d(q, ui) =⇒ d(q, pj) − d(ui, pj) ≤ d(q, ui), (2.21)
or
d(q, pj) − d(ui, pj) ≤ d(q, ui) ≤ d(q, pj) + d(ui, pj). (2.22)
If ui belongs to the result set, it should satisfy the search criterion
d(q, ui) ≤ r, (2.23)
or
d(q, pj) − r ≤ d(ui, pj) ≤ d(q, pj) + r. (2.24)
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{ui ∈ U|d(ui, pj) ∈ [d(q, pj) − r, d(q, pj) + r]}. (2.25)
The candidate set Cand is the union of all the stored objects lying within partitions





{Pi|Pi ∩ SC 6= φ}, (2.26)
where t is the total number of partitions. Once the search request bas been restricted
to the candidate set, the candidate set is scanned exhaustively to get the result set,
Res = {ui ∈ U|ui ∈ Cand and d(ui, q) ≤ r}. (2.27)
Figure 2.10 illustrates an example of processing a search query (q, r) on a two level index
tree based upon reference points. In Figure 2.10(a), all three subsets intersect with the
search criterion, and in Figure 2.10(b), two subsets intersect with the search criterion.
The shaded area in Figure 2.10(c), which is the intersection of two dark areas in Figure
2.10(a) and 2.10(b), represents the candidate set. One component of the search time is
assumed proportional to the size of the candidate set, due to linear search. A second
component is due to traversal of the tree, and a third component is due to computation


















Figure 2.10: Search Method Based upon Reference Points
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the equation
T = Nref × Tmetric + Ncand × Tmetric + Ttree (2.28)
= (Nref + Ncand) × Tmetric + Ttree, (2.29)
where Nref is the number of reference points, Ncand is the number of objects in the
candidate set, and Ttree is the tree traversal time. Let Nmetric = Nref + Ncand, which
is the total number of metric computations. Since metric computations are usually
so time consuming, Ttree can be neglected. Therefore, Nmetric is used as one of the
criterion to evaluate search performance in this report. Actually, in most situations,
Ncand >> Nref , so the size of candidate set Ncand determines the value of Nmetric. The
goal is to minimize the value of Ncand. In other words, the goal is to make the candidate
set as small as possible, subject to the constraint that it must contain all solutions to
the query.
2.3 Performance Evaluation and Experimental Setup
The number of metric computations dominates the search query processing time. There-
fore, Nmetric is used as one criterion to evaluate the search performance of index tree
in this report. In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, the problems discussed are associated with
different result sets. Therefore alternative performance evaluation criteria are used. See
those chapters for details. Moreover, in order to compare the performance across dif-
ferent data sets, normalized search ranges are used. A normalized search range is the
ratio between the search range and the average distance between all the stored objects,
27









Ntotal × (Ntotal − 1)/2
. (2.30)
Four different data sets are used to evaluate performance of search methods. These
are a database of mitochondrial DNA sequences, a database of color histograms of
images, a set of 100-dimensional synthetic vectors, and a database of rowing photos:
• 5,736 different mitochondrial DNA sequences are extracted from the FBI’s mtDNA
Population Database [21]. Each sequence is composed of two regions (HV1 and
HV2) of the whole mtDNA sequence and contains about 600 bases. Edit distance
is used as a measure of dissimilarity;
• 10,000 32-dimensional vectors describing the color histograms of images extracted
from the Corel image collection are used from the UCI KDD Database Repository
located at
http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/CorelFeatures/CorelFeatures.html. Euclidean dis-
tance is used as a measure of dissimilarity;
• 10,000 100-dimensional synthetic vectors are created, using independently nor-
mally distributed random values with variance equaling to 0.2 and mean equaling
to 0. Euclidean distance is also used;
• 1,092 512D feature vectors are extracted from the photos of a rowing team engaged
in different activities and groupings taken over a two year period. The feature
vectors are composed of the gray scale histogram and hue histogram derived from
the original photo.
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The indexing structure used in the experiments is a binary tree with the same reference
point assigned to all the nodes at the same level.
2.4 Research Problems and Overview of Results
In this section, a brief overview of the key issues that are discussed in this report is
presented, along with a summary of the achievements of this research effort.
2.4.1 Performance Limitations
The performance of similarity searches in metric spaces is not good enough for general
use according to the experiments performed on the synthetic vectors and other data.
Investigations and experiments are reported that were used to identify the causes of
performance limitations of similarity search methods based upon metric spaces. The
performance limitations are imposed by the statistical characteristics of a data set. The
maximum feasible search range is limited by the variance of the distances between all
the stored objects in the database. A method to estimate the maximum feasible search
range is provided. Experimental results show that this estimation method works very
well.
2.4.2 Evaluation of Performance and Utility of Data Extraction Meth-
ods and Metrics
Data extraction and metric selection are two very critical steps of database similarity
search. They are conducted before constructing of the tree-structured index. A good
data extraction method and proper metric can yield good search performance. A per-
formance evaluation criterion based upon search efficiency is designed. Two examples
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comparing different Minkowski metrics and PCA (principal component analysis) are
presented to demonstrate the use of this criterion. A further discussion on search utility
is provided, which illustrates some directions for future work.
2.4.3 Issues Related to Tree Indexing Structures
The opportunities of several issues related to tree indexing structures are evaluated. The
effects of the number of branches descending to child nodes from each index node and
the maximum number of objects allowed to be associated with each leaf are discussed in
this report. The conclusions are that a binary tree index works best, and that leaf size
should be minimized. Moreover, from the discussion, an improved tree index structure
with fixed height is recommended.
2.5 Description of Remaining Chapters
This report is organized as follows: Chapter 3 explores the performance limitations
of similarity search based upon metric spaces. In Chapter 4, performance of different
metrics and data extraction methods is evaluated and compared based upon search
efficiency and utility. Chapter 5 discusses some issues related to tree-structured indices
based on metric spaces. A summary of this work and discussion of open research issues




3.1 Overview of Performance Limitations
The number of metric computations, Nmetric, was introduced in Section 2.4 as a measure
that can be used to evaluate search performance. The goal is to minimize the number
of metric computations performed during search request processing. During research
on different search methods, experiments show that when the search range is beyond
a certain value, the value of Nmetric will become so large that search performance will
become extremely low. Since Ncand determines Nmetric, the value of Ncand is critical.
Results indicate that the value of Ncand becomes very close to Ntotal for large range
specifications, which means almost all the objects are exhaustively searched. In this
situation, no matter what the value of Nres is, the search method’s performance is
unacceptable. Even if most of the candidates are final search results, the candidate set
is so big that it is not worth building a tree index structure before searching. The critical
value of the query range required to obtain minimum acceptable search performance is
named the range threshold in this report. Obviously, what users care about is whether
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or not the range threshold is larger than search ranges of interest. Data sets whose
range thresholds are smaller than the search ranges of interested are not likely to yield
satisfactory performance using the tree-structured indexing techniques based on metric
spaces. In this chapter, the causes of performance limitations are explored, and a
method to estimate the range threshold is provided.
3.2 Performance Evaluation and Pruning Rate
Obviously, the performance limitations and the range threshold are affected by the char-
acteristics of data. Comparisons between different data sets helps to explore the causes
of performance limitations. Therefore, a method to compare the search performance of
different data is required. The normal criterion Nmetric is no longer effective, because
different data have different values of Ntotal, which affect the value of Ncand, the critical
part of Nmetric. Thus, the ratio between Ncand and Ntotal is used as a performance
evaluation criterion in this chapter. Moreover, different data sets yield different values
of Nres, which also affect the value of Ncand.
Nres
Ntotal
is used to help illustrate search
performance. The normalized search range rnormalized is used instead of the original
search range.
In the sections below, a new concept, pruning rate, is used to assist in understanding
the mathematical reasoning. The definition of pruning rate is
PR =
Number of Objects Being Pruned Away
Number of Total Objects
. (3.1)
Actually, the objects being pruned away are the objects that are not included in the
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Figure 3.1: Pruning Rate in a 2D Metric Space
candidate set. Thus, the pruning rate can also be calculated by




Figure 3.1 illustrates the concept of pruning rate in a 2D metric space. The shadow area
in Figure 3.1 is the candidate set, and the circle indicates the search request. There are
6 objects in the candidate set, and 10 objects in the space. The pruning rate is
PR = 1 − 6/10 = 40% (3.3)






Ncand = Ntotal(1 − PRtotal). (3.5)
Since the pruning rate on each node is more helpful for the performance analysis in this
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= (1 − PRavg)
Nref . (3.7)
A larger PRavg will lead to a smaller value of
Ncand
Ntotal
. Therefore, PRavg can also be used
to evaluate search performance.
3.3 Limitations on Pruning Rate and Search Range
Pruning rate is a function of search range, and decreases with increasing range. A large
candidate set relative to the size of the data set means the average pruning rate is
low. The range threshold is the value of a search range required to obtain a minimum
acceptable pruning rate. In order to find the underlying relations between the average
pruning rate and the search range, the essential concepts of the tree-structured indexing
techniques based on metric spaces need to be addressed. The core of this indexing tech-
nique is derived from the triangle inequality, and bounds the distance metric between
a candidate object u and a reference point p by functions of the reference point, query
target, and query range r:
d(q, p) − r ≤ d(u, p) ≤ d(q, p) + r, (3.8)
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Only the points u that satisfy this inequality will be included in the candidate set, and
other points will be pruned away. In Figure 3.2, the objects in shadow area are left out.
The pruning rate is
PR =
Number of Objects within the Shadow Area
Number of Total Objects
. (3.9)
A histogram of the distances between the reference point p and all objects will help
to demonstrate the situation. Figure 3.3 illustrates the search criterion for query (q, r)
applied on a distance histogram. The worst case, when d(p, q) is near the median
value of distance, is illustrated. The shaded parts that are outside the range [d(p, q) −
r, d(p, q) + r] are pruned away. The area of the blank part under the curve is the size
of the candidate set. Therefore, a larger shaded area implies a higher pruning rate and
better performance. Figure 3.4 shows the same search criterion performed on two data
sets with different distance distributions. The distance distribution in Figure 3.4(b) has
a larger variance, and the shaded area is much bigger than that in Figure 3.4(a). The
pruning rate depends heavily on the statistical characteristics of a data set, and a large




Figure 3.2: Pruning Operation on Each Node
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of Pruning Rates
On the other hand, if the minimum acceptable pruning rate is fixed, the data set
with the larger distance variance may have larger range threshold. As mentioned, for
any search target qi, and using the same definitions of symbols as before, the pruning
rate is
PR = P (|d(u, p) − d(qi, p)| ≥ r) (3.10)
Let d(qi, p) = µ + αi, where µ is the mean of distances between p and all the points.
= P (|d(u, p) − µ − αi| ≥ r) (3.11)
= P ((d(u, p) − µ − αi)
2 ≥ r2) (3.12)
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By the Markov Inequality,
≤

















σ2 − 0 + α2i
r2
, (3.16)
where σ2 is the variance of distances between p and all the points. The average pruning
rate for all search target is
PR ≤
















Sample enough points from a data set, and pick 5% of sampled points as reference
points. Calculate the variance of distances between each reference points and all the
sampled points, and obtained the average value of variances. If this sampled variance
is used in Eq 3.20, PR can be used to approximate the average pruning rate of a tree,
PRavg.




Therefore, the average pruning rate PRavg is determined by the ratio of the variance
and square of the query range. If the query range r is fixed, when the variance σ2








From Eq 3.22, given the minimum acceptable pruning rate, the threshold range can be
estimated. By Eq 3.21, the candidate set size for the range threshold is
Ncand = Ntotal × (1 − PRavg)




The search time is
T = (Ncand + Nref ) × Tmetric + Ttree (3.24)
≥ (Ntotal × (1 −
2σ2
r2
)Nref + Nref ) × Tmetric + Ttree. (3.25)
This provides a lower bound of the search time of a index structure that uses Nref
reference points and is built for a database that contains Ntotal objects. Given the
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Comparing to Tmetric, Ttree is usually so small that it can be neglected.
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Using Eq 3.33, the range threshold rmax satisfying the performance requirement of
k queries/sec can be estimated. This is a good method that can be used to test
the feasibility of the tree-structured indexing technique based on metric spaces before
applying it on a data set. The main steps are:
1. Calculate the distance variance of sampled points;
2. Calculate the maximum search range rmax by Eq 3.33;
3. If rmax is greater than the search range of interest, the algorithm is feasible;
otherwise it is not.
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3.4 Experimental Results and Discussions
A number of experiments are conducted to demonstrate the conclusions discussed above.
Three datasets: image color histogram data, mtDNA sequence data, and synthetic
vector data are used. Three graphs are used to summarize the findings for each dataset.
The histogram of distance distributions is plotted to show the statistical characteristics
of each data set. The average pruning rate, PRavg, is given next, plotted as a function of
normalized search range. The largest possible average pruning rate for any given search
range is desired, consistent with retention in the candidate set of all search results.
This is because (1 − PRavg)
Nref is the fraction of the database that must be searched
exhaustively in linear time. The third graph presents two curves on a common axis. The
higher curve plots the fraction of objects from the database that remain in the candidate
set after pruning, as a function of normalized search range. This curve increases with
increasing search range because the method is able to exclude fewer objects. The lower
curve is the fraction of objects in the candidate set that satisfy the search criteria and are
results. In general, indexing strategies that minimize the gap between these two curves
are most desirable. If a probability density function of normalized search ranges likely
to be encountered in the applications is known, the desirability of an indexing strategy
can be quantified as the inverse, or negative, of the integral of the difference between
the upper and lower curves, weighted by the probability density of range. Histograms
computed from histories of queries can also be used. For the experiment of each data set,
ten trees are built using the same settings. For each tree, 200 searches using different
search targets are conducted for each search range. The average candidate set size
and result set size of the 200 searches are calculated as the results for each tree. The
variation of experimental results of ten trees at each search range are illustrated by a
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bar in the figures. Figure 3.5, 3.8, and 3.11 are the histograms of distance distribution.
Different average pruning rates under varying search ranges are illustrated in Figure




ranges are illustrated in Figure 3.7, 3.10, and 3.13.
Table 3.1 lists the sampled standard deviations of normalized distances of three data
sets. MtDNA sequence data have the maximum distance standard deviation, and the
synthetic vector data have the minimum distance standard deviation. Comparing the
search performance of these two data sets, the performance using mtDNA sequence
data is much better than that using synthetic vector data for the same normalized
search range. The experiment using the synthetic vector data shows a case, in which
the similarity search method is not feasible because of the extremely small distance
variance. These results agree with conclusions derived by the analysis in Section 3.3,
that a data set with a larger distance variance can achieve a better search performance
for the same normalized search range.
In order to avoid those complicate parameters, the minimum average pruning rate is
given to check the range threshold estimation algorithm. The minimum average pruning
rate is set to be 5%. By Eq. (3.22), the estimated range thresholds are calculated. Both
the estimated range thresholds and the thresholds derived from experimental results
are listed in Table 3.2. The estimated values are greater than the experiment results,
so the estimation method is optimistic in these cases, but it is reasonably consistent.
Table 3.1: Sampled Distance Standard Deviation of Data Sets
Image Color MtDNA Synthetic
Histograms Sequences Vectors
Sampled Standard
Deviation 0.2594 0.3058 0.0264
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Figure 3.5: Histogram of Distance Distribution (Color Histogram of Images)
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Figure 3.6: Average Pruning Rate vs. Normalized Search Range (Color Histogram of
Images)
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Figure 3.7: NresNtotal &
Ncand
Ntotal
vs. Normalized Search Range (Color Histogram of Images)
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Figure 3.8: Histogram of Distance Distribution (Mitochondrial DNA Sequences)
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Figure 3.9: Average Pruning Rate vs. Normalized Search Range (Mitochondrial DNA
Sequences)
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Figure 3.10: NresNtotal &
Ncand
Ntotal
vs. Normalized Search Range (Mitochondrial DNA Se-
quences)
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Figure 3.11: Histogram of Distance Distribution (Synthetic Vectors)
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Figure 3.12: Average Pruning Rate vs. Normalized Search Range (Synthetic Vectors)
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Figure 3.13: NresNtotal &
Ncand
Ntotal
vs. Normalized Search Range (Synthetic Vectors)
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Table 3.2: Estimated Values and Experimental Results of Range Threshold
Range Image Color mtDNA Synthetic
Threshold Histograms Sequences Vectors
Estimated 1.1602 1.3675 0.2793
Value
Experimental 0.3642 0.4643 0.0813
Result
The ratio of estimated value to experimentally derived value is roughly 3−4 in all these
cases. For the experimental results, the mtDNA sequence data have the maximum range
threshold, and the synthetic vector data have the smallest range threshold, which also
supports the conclusion drawn in Section 3.3.
3.5 Summary
In this section, the performance limitations of similarity search approaches based on the
triangle inequality have been explored. The conclusion that the pruning rate and the
range threshold are affected by the statistical characteristics of the data set is drawn.
The search methods based on metric spaces should perform well on a data set with a
larger distance variance. Given a data set, a method to estimate the range threshold and
check the feasibility of the search method is presented. Experiments are carried out on




Evaluation of Performance and
Utility of Data Extraction
Methods and Metrics
4.1 Performance Evaluation of Data Extraction Methods
and Metrics
Metric selection and data extraction are two critical steps of generic database similar-
ity search methods before constructing of a tree-structured index. A metric has to be
selected to evaluate the degree of dissimilarity between objects. Data extraction meth-
ods transforms the data in a way that allows the subsequent search method to achieve
optimal performance. One of the most widely used data extraction methods employs
PCA (principal component analysis) to first reduce the dimensionality of the original
data. One challenge of selecting metrics and data extraction methods is how to evaluate
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and compare the performance of different approaches. Usually, the number of metric
computations determined by the candidate set size is used as the criterion to evaluate
search performance. However, this criterion only works for comparing different search
methods that produce the same result set. In other words, the comparison of candidate
set size is feasible when the search results are the same. Different metrics and data
extraction methods will yield different result sets. Therefore, a new criterion that con-
siders both the candidate set size and result set size is required. The ratio between Nres
and Ncand is chosen to meet this requirement. A proper metric or good data extrac-
tion method should yield a large value of NresNcand . In other words, Nres should be close
to Ncand, which means few unnecessary metric computations are performed during the
search. Actually, the value of NresNcand indicates the efficiency of a data extraction method.
Moreover, the normalized search range rnormalized is used instead of the original search
range. Therefore, a figure that illustrates the values of NresNcand against different rnormalized
is used to evaluate the performance of different metrics and data extraction methods.
In such a figure, the performance is indicated by the area under the curve of NresNcand , and
a larger area means a better performance with respect to search efficiency. Figure 4.1
is an example figure of two different methods a and b. The area under curve a is larger
than that under curve b. Thus, the search performance of using data extraction method
a is better than that using b. In order to make this criterion more suitable for practical
applications, an improved performance evaluation method is also provided. Assume the










Figure 4.1: Comparing the Performance of Two Data Extraction Methods








In the following sections, several experiments that use this criterion to compare the
performance of different metrics and data extraction methods are presented. Selection
of three Minkowski metrics and three data extraction methods using different settings
are evaluated and compared. The rowing photo database described in Section 2.4.1 is
used.
4.1.1 Comparison Using Different Minkowski Metrics
Metric selection is one of the most important problems of similarity search techniques
based on metric spaces. A proper metric space is desired that can best preserve the
characteristics of the data that are embedded in it. There are many available metrics,
such as the Euclidean distance, Manhattan distance and Tangent distance. In this sec-
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tion, the performance of three different Minkowski metrics are compared to demonstrate
how the metric selection criterion is used. For d − dimensional objects a and b, the
Minkowski metric is






Three Minkowski metrics are compared, i.e.,




|ai − bi| ; (4.4)








d(a, b) = max
i
|ai − bi| . (4.6)
In Figure 4.2, the performance of the search methods using each of these three Minkowski
metrics is illustrated. The area under the curve of l∞ is the largest, and that under
the curve of l1 is the smallest. Therefore, the metric l∞ yields the best performance.







The values of φ(r) according to different metrics listed in Table 4.1 make the results
more clear. The search method using l∞ as the metric yields the largest value of φ(r)
and the best search performance with respect to search efficiency. The table lists all
the values of φ(r) for different combinations of Minkowski metrics and data extraction
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Figure 4.2: Comparing Different Minkowski Metrics by NresNcand
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Table 4.1: Comparing Different Metrics by the Value of φr, r = 4
l1 l2 l∞
φr 0.3779 0.4852 0.6178
methods is presented in Section 4.1.2.
4.1.2 Comparison Using Different Data Extraction Methods
There are many data extraction methods that can be used to transform the data, such
that a better search performance can be achieved. PCA (principal component analysis)
is one of the methods that have been widely used to reduce high dimensionality without
losing much of the original data content. The key of PCA is the number of principal
components being kept to represent the original data. A set of experiments are con-
ducted to compare the performance between PCA data extractions that keep different
numbers of principal components. l∞ is chosen as the metric based on the conclusion
of Section 4.1.1. The data extracted from the rowing photo collection are first mean
centered. Then, an SVD (singular value decomposition) is performed on the data. Fig-
ure 4.3(a) illustrates the singular values obtained from SVD, and Figure 4.3(b) is the
scree plot of the singular values [31]. The first 2 principal components capture 81.85%
of the total variation, and the first 6 principal components capture 90.32%. Therefore,
three different settings are compared: no PCA, PCA2 (PCA keeping the first 2 princi-
pal components) and PCA6 (PCA keeping the first 6 principal components). Figure 4.4
illustrates the value of NresNcand for these three cases versus the normalized search range.
The curve associated with the PCA that kept the first 2 principal components (PCA2)
has the largest area under it. PCA2 achieves the best search performance, and the
search method without first using PCA to reduce the dimensionality yields the worse
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(b) Scree Plot of Singular Values
Figure 4.3: Singular Values Obtained by Performing SVD on the Rowing Photo Data
Set
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Figure 4.4: Comparing Different PCA by NresNcand
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Table 4.2: Comparing Different PCA by φ(r), r = 4
No PCA PCA 6 PCA 2
φ(r) 0.6178 0.7499 0.6564
Table 4.3: Comparing Different Combinations of Minkowski Metrics and PCA Using
Different Settings by φ(r), r = 4
l1 l2 l∞
No PCA 0.3779 0.4852 0.6178
PCA6 0.5521 0.5947 0.6564
PCA2 0.7567 0.7442 0.7499
performance. Table 4.2 lists the values of φ(r) for the three cases. The results listed in
Table 4.2 agree with the conclusion obtained from Figure 4.4. Therefore, data extrac-
tion methods using PCA2 can make the search methods more efficient. Table 4.3 lists
values of φ(r) of different combinations of Minkowski metrics and data extraction meth-
ods using PCA. For original data without PCA, the method using l∞ yields the largest
value of φ(r), which is much larger than that of the method using l1. For extraction
methods using PCA6, the difference between three φ(r) of different Minkowski metrics
are small. For extraction methods using PCA2, three φ(r) are even more close, and
the one related to l1 is the largest. This result suggests that l∞ is the best choice for
original data. When the number of principle components kept decreases, the difference
of search efficiency between three metrics become smaller.
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4.2 Utility Evaluation of Data Extraction Methods and
Metrics
The two experiments in Section 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 demonstrate how to use NresNcand and
φ(r) as criteria to evaluate and compare the performance of different data extraction
methods. However, the search performance evaluated by this criterion is the search
efficiency. In other words, this criterion answers the question of how efficient a search
method is. Another critical problem that users care about is the utility of search results.
In other words, whether or not does the search method return results that are useful
to users? It is not a problem for the discussions in other chapters, because the search
methods obtain the same results in those chapters. However, using different metrics
and data extraction methods will yields different search results. Therefore, the utility
of search results associated with different metrics and data extraction methods needs to
be evaluated. Since an automatic evaluation method is not available, the utilities are
evaluated manually here as a preliminary result.
The 1092 photos of the rowing team data set belong to various types, including
photos looking down on a boat with rowers, photos of boats in a race at different
locations and events, taken from the side, and photos of a rowing team in groups.
During evaluation, all the photos are divided into 8 types, and 3 photos are chosen
from each type as search targets. Four example photos belonging to different types are
presented in Figure 4.5. Then, the results are judged manually and a score is assigned
for different data extraction methods. The utility is indicated by the sum of scores. Both
the utilities of different metrics and data extraction methods using PCA are compared.
Because three different metrics are compared, the scores are 1, 2 and 3 (rank order).
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(a) Photo Looking Down on
a Boat with Rowers
(b) Photo of a Boat in
a Race (at Southeast Re-
gional Event) Taken from
the Side
(c) Photo of a Boat in a
Race (at Oak Ridge) Taken
from the Side
(d) Photo of a Rowing Team
Standing in Group
Figure 4.5: Examples Photos Belong to Different Types
For different PCA data extractions, because three different methods are used, scores
are also 1, 2 and 3. A smaller score means the search result is more useful to users.
An example of how to score different results is presented in Figure 4.6 and 4.7. The
normalized search range in this example is 0.06.
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(a) Target Photo
(b) Result #1 of Method
Using l1
(c) Result #1 of Method
Using l2
(d) Result #2 of Method
Using l2
(e) Result #3 of Method
Using l2
(f) Result #4 of Method Us-
ing l2
Figure 4.6: Search Results of Methods Using Different Metrics (1)
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(a) Result #1 of Method
Using l∞
(b) Result #2 of Method
Using l∞
(c) Result #3 of Method
Using l∞
(d) Result #4 of Method
Using l∞
(e) Result #5 of Method
Using l∞
(f) Result #6 of Method Us-
ing l∞
(g) Result #7 of Method
Using l∞
(h) Result #8 of Method
Using l∞
(i) Result #9 of Method Us-
ing l∞
Figure 4.7: Search Results of Methods Using Different Metrics (2)
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Table 4.4: Utility Scores for Different Minkowski Metrics
l1 l2 l∞
Scores 50 39 37
Table 4.5: Utility Scores for Different Data Extraction Methods
No PCA PCA 6 PCA 2
Scores 34 36 51
The result of the search using the l1 metric only contains one photo that is the same
as the target. The results of l2 contain 4 photos that are all very similar to the target.
In the 9 results of l∞, 6 of them are very similar to the target, while 3 of them are not.
Therefore, the scores assigned to l1, l2 and l∞ are 3, 1 and 2, respectively. This scoring
is subjective, in that, given the l2 result set, it appears that the l1 result set did not
contain a sufficient number of very similar photos. Similarity, three of the nine photos
of the l∞ result set were substantially different for the others. In this manner, all result
sets of 24 targets are evaluated for both different metrics and data extraction methods.
Some examples of search results for different metrics or data extraction methods are
presented in Section 4.3 to demonstrate search utility. The final scores are listed in
Table 4.4 and 4.5. The results using l2 metric have the smallest score, while those
using l∞ has the highest one. Therefore, the search utility of l∞ is lowest, although its
search process is most efficient indicated by φ(r). Comparing performance of different
data extraction methods, the method without PCA achieves the highest utility, and
PCA2 has the lowest utility.
Comparing the search utilities of different methods to the results using the NresNcand and
φ(r) criteria, it is clear that while the later can successfully evaluate and compare the
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search efficiencies of different metrics and data extraction methods, search utility is also
a critical issue to be considered for overall search performance. Therefore, an improved
evaluation criterion that considers both search efficiency and utility is desirable and is
a suitable topic for future research.
4.3 Sample Results of Image Database Search
Several examples that typify the result sets obtained during the scoring and evaluation
process described in the last section. All photos are from the data set of rowing images
and illustrate both the diversity of images in the data set and the utility of the search
metholodgies.
4.3.1 Search Results of Different Minkowski Metrics
Two examples of search results are presented in Figure 4.8, 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11. The
normalized search range is 0.06. Figure 4.8 shows the target photo and the result set
using the l1 metric. Figure 4.9 shows the result set using the l∞ metric with the same
target. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show similar results for a different target image.
4.3.2 Search Results of Different PCA
Three examples of search results are presented in Figure 4.12, 4.13, 4.14, 4.15, 4.16,
4.17 and 4.18. The normalized search range is 0.06. Figure 4.12 show the target photo
and the result sets using no PCA and PCA6 data extractions. Figure 4.13 shows the
result set for the PCA2 data extraction. Figure 4.14, 4.15, 4.16, 4.17 and 4.18 show two
additional cases using different target images.
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(a) Target Photo
(b) Result #1 of Method
Using l1
(c) Result #1 of Method
Using l2
Figure 4.8: Search Results of Methods Using Different Metrics (a1)
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(a) Result #1 of Method
Using l∞
(b) Result #2 of Method
Using l∞
(c) Result #3 of Method
Using l∞
(d) Result #4 of Method
Using l∞
Figure 4.9: Search Results of Methods Using Different Metrics (a2)
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(a) Target Photo
(b) Result #1 of Method
Using l1
(c) Result #2 of Method
Using l1
(d) Result #1 of Method
Using l2
(e) Result #2 of Method
Using l2
(f) Result #3 of Method Us-
ing l2
(g) Result #4 of Method
Using l2
Figure 4.10: Search Results of Methods Using Different Metrics (b1)
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(a) Result #1 of Method
Using l∞
(b) Result #2 of Method
Using l∞
(c) Result #3 of Method
Using l∞
(d) Result #4 of Method
Using l∞
(e) Result #5 of Method
Using l∞
(f) Result #6 of Method Us-
ing l∞
Figure 4.11: Search Results of Methods Using Different Metrics (b2)
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(a) Target Photo
(b) Result #1 of Method
without Using PCA
(c) Result #1 of Method
Using PCA6
(d) Result #2 of Method
Using PCA6
Figure 4.12: Search Results of Methods Using Different PCA (a1)
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(a) Result #1 of Method
Using PCA2
(b) Result #2 of Method
Using PCA2
(c) Result #3 of Method
Using PCA2
(d) Result #4 of Method
Using PCA2
(e) Result #5 of Method
Using PCA2
(f) Result #6 of Method Us-
ing PCA2
(g) Result #7 of Method
Using PCA2
Figure 4.13: Search Results of Methods Using Different PCA (a2)
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(a) Target Photo
(b) Result #1 of Method
without Using PCA
(c) Result #1 of Method
Using PCA6
(d) Result #2 of Method
Using PCA6
(e) Result #3 of Method
Using PCA6
(f) Result #4 of Method Us-
ing PCA6
Figure 4.14: Search Results of Methods Using Different PCA (b1)
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(a) Result #1 of Method
Using PCA2
(b) Result #2 of Method
Using PCA2
(c) Result #3 Method Using
PCA2
(d) Result #4 of Method
Using PCA2
Figure 4.15: Search Results of Methods Using Different PCA (b2)
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(a) Target Photo
(b) Result of #1 of Method
without Using PCA
(c) Result #2 of Method
without Using PCA
(d) Result #3 of Method
without Using PCA
(e) Result #4 of Method
without Using PCA
(f) Result #5 of Method
without Using PCA
Figure 4.16: Search Results of Methods Using Different PCA (c1)
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(a) Result #1 of Method
Using PCA6
(b) Result #2 of Method
Using PCA6
(c) Result #3 of Method
Using PCA6
(d) Result #4 of Method
Using PCA6
(e) Result #5 of Method
Using PCA6
(f) Result #6 of Method Us-
ing PCA6
(g) Result #7 of Method
Using PCA6
Figure 4.17: Search Results of Methods Using Different PCA (c2)
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(a) Result #1 of Method
Using PCA2
(b) Result #2 of Method
Using PCA2
(c) Result #3 of Method
Using PCA2
(d) Result #4 of Method
Using PCA2
(e) Result #5 of Method
Using PCA2
(f) Result #6 of Method Us-
ing PCA2
(g) Result #7 of Method
Using PCA2
(h) Result #8 of Method
Using PCA2
Figure 4.18: Search Results of Methods Using Different PCA (c3)
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4.3.3 Result Set Size Versus Search Range
Search utility can be affected by the number of search results, which will increase when
the search range increases. Demonstration and analysis of the relation between result set
size and search range would help to find the relation between search utility and search
range. Figure 4.19 and 4.20 illustrate the result set size against different normalized
search ranges for different metrics and data extraction methods respectively. In Figure
4.19, the original data are used, and in Figure 4.20, l∞ is used as the metric. The result
set sizes are different for different Minkowski metrics, while they are close for different
data extraction methods using PCA. This result indicates that the effect of PCA on
search utility is not as much as that of different metrics.
Since all the data objects are embedded in a metric space, the search target and
results can be illustrated by points in the metric space. Four examples that illustrate
the candidate sets and result sets under different search ranges are provided. Figure
4.22, 4.23, 4.24, and 4.25 illustrate the candidate sets and results sets for different
metrics and search ranges using the search target presented in Figure 4.21(a), 4.21(b),
4.21(c), and 4.21(d), respectively. The projection of the feature vector of each image
onto the basis corresponding to the first two singular values is plotted as a (black) point.
Each of these figure illustrates the candidate and result sets for nine searches, which
all use the same target image. The nine searches use all combinations of three metrics
(l1, lw, and l∞) and three normalized search ranges (0.06, 0.16 and 0.4). These plots
illustrate the relative sizes of the candidate and result sets, as well as the shapes of the
result sets. The candidate objects are plotted as red stars, the search results are plotted
as green circles, and the blue circles and vertices in figures indicate the search range.
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Figure 4.19: Number of Search Results vs. Normalized Search Range (Different
Minkowski Metrics)
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Figure 4.20: Number of Search Results vs. Normalized Search Range (Different Data
Extraction Methods)
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(a) Search Target #1 (b) Search Target #2
(c) Search Target #3 (d) Search Target #4
Figure 4.21: Search Targets
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(a) Results of Method Us-
ing l1, rnormalized = 0.06















(b) Results of Method Us-
ing l1, rnormalized = 0.16















(c) Results of Method Us-
ing l1, rnormalized = 0.4















(d) Results of Method Us-
ing l2, rnormalized = 0.06















(e) Results of Method Us-
ing l2, rnormalized = 0.16















(f) Results of Method Us-
ing l2, rnormalized = 0.4















(g) Results of Method Us-
ing l∞, rnormalized = 0.06















(h) Results of Method Us-
ing l∞, rnormalized = 0.16















(i) Results of Method Us-
ing l∞, rnormalized = 0.4
Figure 4.22: Search Results and Candidate Set of Different Metrics and Search Ranges
Using Search Target #1
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(a) Results of Method Us-
ing l1, rnormalized = 0.06















(b) Results of Method Us-
ing l1, rnormalized = 0.16















(c) Results of Method Us-
ing l1, rnormalized = 0.4















(d) Results of Method Us-
ing l2, rnormalized = 0.06















(e) Results of Method Us-
ing l2, rnormalized = 0.16















(f) Results of Method Us-
ing l2, rnormalized = 0.4















(g) Results of Method Us-
ing l∞, rnormalized = 0.06















(h) Results of Method Us-
ing l∞, rnormalized = 0.16















(i) Results of Method Us-
ing l∞, rnormalized = 0.4
Figure 4.23: Search Results and Candidate Set of Different Metrics and Search Ranges
Using Search Target #2
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(a) Results of Method Us-
ing l1, rnormalized = 0.06















(b) Results of Method Us-
ing l1, rnormalized = 0.16















(c) Results of Method Us-
ing l1, rnormalized = 0.4















(d) Results of Method Us-
ing l2, rnormalized = 0.06















(e) Results of Method Us-
ing l2, rnormalized = 0.16















(f) Results of Method Us-
ing l2, rnormalized = 0.4















(g) Results of Method Us-
ing l∞, rnormalized = 0.06















(h) Results of Method Us-
ing l∞, rnormalized = 0.16















(i) Results of Method Us-
ing l∞, rnormalized = 0.4
Figure 4.24: Search Results and Candidate Set of Different Metrics and Search Ranges
Using Search Target #3
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(a) Results of Method Us-
ing l1, rnormalized = 0.06















(b) Results of Method Us-
ing l1, rnormalized = 0.16















(c) Results of Method Us-
ing l1, rnormalized = 0.4















(d) Results of Method Us-
ing l2, rnormalized = 0.06















(e) Results of Method Us-
ing l2, rnormalized = 0.16















(f) Results of Method Us-
ing l2, rnormalized = 0.4















(g) Results of Method Us-
ing l∞, rnormalized = 0.06















(h) Results of Method Us-
ing l∞, rnormalized = 0.16















(i) Results of Method Us-
ing l∞, rnormalized = 0.4
Figure 4.25: Search Results and Candidate Set of Different Metrics and Search Ranges
Using Search Target #4
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4.4 Summary
A criterion to evaluate and compare the performance of different metrics and data
extraction methods is presented. Two example using this criterion to evaluate the
performance of methods using different Minkowski metrics and PCA keeping different
numbers of principal components are presented. The results imply that l∞ and PCA2
yield the best search performance. However, the performance evaluated by this criterion
only considers search efficiency. Search utility is also an important aspect of search
performance. A preliminary result about search utility obtained by manually judging
the search results is presented. An automatic way to evaluate the search accuracy and
a new criterion to evaluate methods with respect to both search efficiency and utility
is desirable and may be the subject of future work. Some sample search results for the
rowing photo data set are presented to demonstrate search utilities of different methods.
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Chapter 5
Issues Related to Tree Index
Structures
5.1 Overview of Issues Related to Tree Index Structures
There are many issues that will affect the performance of a tree-structured index, such
as the number of objects stored at leaves and the number of branches descending from
each node. Because of the special characteristics of tree-structured indices based on
metric spaces, the solutions for these problems are different from those in normal cases.
In this chapter, some experiments are performed to demonstrate how these two issues
affect search performance, and several conclusions are drawn.
5.2 Maximum Leaf Size
A tree-structured index is built by iteratively splitting the object set until the leaf
level is reached. Therefore, one of the important issues of a tree-structured index is
selection of the criterion used to stop the iteration. In other words, how many objects
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are allowed to be stored in a leaf node? As mentioned in Section 2.2.3, the number
of metric computations required to resolve a query is mainly determined by the size
of the candidate set, which is composed of the objects contained in the candidate leaf
nodes. Thus, the leaf size can affect search performance of a tree-structured index.
Several experiments are performed on data sets containing color histograms of images,
mitochondrial DNA sequences and rowing photos. Figure 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 illustrate the
numbers of metric computations required by search queries using different maximum
leaf sizes.
In Figure 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, the number of metric computations decreases when the
leaf size decreases. The tree with maximum leaf size equal to one yields the best
performance. This result is somewhat different from the normal case. Usually, a smaller
leaf size means a taller tree, which will cause longer tree traversal times. However, in
similarity search based on metric spaces the time required for metric computations is
much longer than the tree traversal time. Thus, the main difference between a tree index
based on metric spaces and a normal tree is that the tree traversal time is dominated
by the number of metric computations, which becomes the key to search performance.
Under this criterion, the leaf size of an optimal tree should be as small as possible, i.e.,
one.
5.3 Number of Branches
The number of branches is another critical parameter of a tree-structured index. Since
in this research the tree is stored in memory, I/O time is not an issue. Thus, a tree with a
larger branch number usually will have a better performance, because more branches at
each node yields a shorter tree and shorter traversal times. As mentioned in Section 5.2,
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Figure 5.1: Number of Metric Computations under Different Search Range (Color His-
togram of Images)
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Figure 5.2: Number of Metric Computations under Different Search Range (Mitochon-
drial DNA Sequences)
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Figure 5.3: Number of Metric Computations under Different Search Range (Rowing
Photos)
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for a tree-structured index based on metric spaces, this rule is no longer effective. The
number of metric computations is the dominant factor for trees based on metric spaces.
Figure 5.4, 5.5, and 5.5 illustrate search performance for different number of branches for
data sets of image color histograms, mtDNA sequences, and rowing photos, respectively.
In all three experiments, the more branches a tree has, the poorer its search performance
will be, and the binary trees yields the best performance. This conclusion conflicts with
the normal case, which is also because of the special characteristic of a tree-structured
index based on metric spaces. However, why a smaller leaf size and number of branches
will lead to less metric computation is still unknown. The following section will further
explore this issue.
5.4 Tree Height
From the experiments discussed in Section 5.2 and 5.3, a tree with minimum leaf size and
minimum number of branches will lead to the least metric computations and the best
search performance when computation of the metric dominates. Both these conditions
yield a taller tree. This conclusion suggest that an optimal indexing tree should be as
tall as possible. A set of experiments was designed to demonstrate the effects of tree
height on the number of metric computations. In these experiments, binary trees are
used, and no threshold on the leaf size is enforced. Instead, a tree height is predefined.
A tree will grow to the predefined height, no matter how small the leaf nodes are. The
results of the experiments are shown in Figure 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9. The experimental
results show that in all the experiments search performance improves when the tree’s
height increases. Actually, in both experiments the sizes of most nodes are already
reduced to 1 before level 16. In other words, most nodes are not splitted below level
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Figure 5.4: Number of Metric Computations under Different Number of Branches (Color
Histograms of Images)
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Figure 5.5: Number of Metric Computations under Different Number of Branches (Mi-
tochondrial DNA Sequence)
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Figure 5.6: Number of Metric Computations under Different Number of Branches (Row-
ing Photos)
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Tree Height = 12
Tree Height = 16
Tree Height = 18
Tree Height = 20
Figure 5.7: Number of Metric Computations under Different Tree Height (Color His-
tograms of Images)
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Figure 5.8: Number of Metric Computations under Different Tree Height (Mitochondrial
DNA Sequence)
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Figure 5.9: Number of Metric Computations under Different Tree Height (Rowing
Photo)
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16. Usually a tree will stop growing when a node can not be split, because that will
cause a taller tree and longer search time. However, for trees based on metric spaces,
the dependence of tree traversal time on the tree height is no longer a critical part of
the search time. The search time is determined by the number of metric computations,
which is
Nmetric = Ncand + Nref . (5.1)
In some case, when the search range is so small that Ncand is close to Nref , Nref can not
be neglected. An optimal tree structure should find a balance between Ncand and Nref .
However the candidate set is often much larger than the number of reference points.
In this case, Nref can be neglected, and Nmetric is dominated by Ncand. A taller tree
uses more reference points, which will lead to a larger total pruning rate and a smaller
candidate set. Even if the size of a node is already reduced to 1, additional search
constraints imposed by another reference point will increase the chance that the node
is pruned from the candidate set. That is the reason a taller tree will yield a better
search performance. Note that this conclusion may not be true, if all the nodes at each
level did not use the same reference point. In that case, each additional level would
increase the number of metric computations required to descend the tree by a factor
in proportion to the fan out from the nodes. The main disadvantage of using more
reference points is the time and memory required to construct the tree will increase a
lot.
The conclusion drawn above leads to an efficient tree-structured index that is a
binary tree with fixed height. The tree height is predefined, and the same number of
reference points is always chosen. Then, the tree will grow until all the reference points
are used, even if the size of a node is one. The key is to find an optimal tree height that
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balances the search performance and tree building time.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, two parameters of the tree-structured index are discussed. During the
discussion, the tree height is found to be the key to good search performance. The
conclusion that an optimal tree should be as tall as possible is drawn. An efficient





Database similarity search is to find the objects that are similar to a target using a speci-
fied similarity criterion. It is different from traditional exact searches. Usually, similarity
search focuses on generic data and is based on contents. The traditional indexing and
search techniques are not suitable for generic data similarity search. Database similarity
search is used in many practical applications, such as finding partial match of genetic
sequences, scenes similar to a given image, similar transients in time series, and similar
land utilization patterns in geological database. Approaches based upon metric spaces
are proposed in this research. Reference points are used to build a tree-structured index,
and search requests are processed based on the triangle inequality. The purpose of this
research is to explore factors that limit performance, as well as opportunities for new
design methods. An estimation method of the performance limitation is provided. Some
new search methods are proposed and inspected. The experimental results indicate that
the methods have potential, but their utility depends upon both the requirements of
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the application and the characteristics of the data collection.
6.2 Current Results
In this report, the problem of generic database similarity search is formulated. Tree-
structured indexing techniques based on metric spaces are a recommended solution.
There are two approaches of indexing a metric space. One is based on Voronoi partitions,
and another is based on reference points. The approach based upon reference points
is chosen as the theme of this thesis. Tree-structured indexing techniques and search
methods of this approach are addressed in detail. The number of metric computations
is used as a performance evaluation criterion.
Performance limitations of tree-structured indexing techniques based upon reference
points in a metric space are discussed. After in-depth analysis, the performance limi-
tations are found to be imposed by the inherent statistical characteristics of a data set.
The distance variance of the data set determines the maximum performance and range
threshold. Range threshold is a new concept defined in this report. It is the maximum
feasible search range, beyond which the search performance will be unacceptable. A
method to estimate the range threshold using the distance variance of the data set is
provided. This estimation method makes it possible to check the feasibility of similarity
search approaches based upon reference points for a data set without implementing and
running a program. Users can compare the estimated value of range threshold to de-
termine whether the search range of interest are likely to yield acceptable performance.
If the range threshold is smaller than the search range of interest, a satisfactory per-
formance is unlikely to be obtained using this approach. During the research, a sets of
new criteria is designed to compare the performance of search methods using different
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used to evaluate the search performance without the effects of different characteristics
of data sets. A normalized search range is also introduced to provide a standard range
for evaluating performance across different data.
Metric selection and data extraction are the very first two steps of generic database
similarity search. However, normal performance evaluation criteria do not work for
different metrics and data extraction methods, because they will yield different result
sets. A new method using NresNcand is proposed. Moreover, an improved evaluation criterion
using the integration of NresNcand weighted with an exponentially distributed search range
probability is designed. Two examples using this method to compare the performance
of different Minkowski metrics and data extraction methods using PCA are presented.
Both experiments shows this performance evaluation method works. The search utility
is another problem that users care about. The utilities of different metrics and data
extraction methods are evaluated manually. Some sample results are presented to show
the search utilities of different metrics, and data extraction methods. The effects of
search ranges on search utility are also demonstrated.
Several issues of the index tree structure, such as leaf size and the number of
branches, are analyzed. The performance of trees with different leaf sizes are com-
pared. The results suggest that the leaf size should be as small as possible. A set
of experiments are conducted to demonstrate how the number of branches affects the
search performance. The binary tree is proved to be the best choice. All these con-
clusions suggest a hypothesis that a taller tree yields better performance. Therefore,
a new tree structure with fixed height is designed. The experimental results of trees
with different heights support the hypothesis. This conclusion is reasonable, because a
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taller tree uses more reference points, which leads to a larger pruning rate and smaller
candidate set. The candidate set size is the most critical parameter that affects search
performance. The disadvantage of a taller tree is longer tree building time. Therefore,
a balance between the building time complexity and search performance is needed.
6.3 Future Work
Possible topics for future work include designing a method to evaluate utilities of search
results and integrating it into the current method to develop a more comprehensive
way to compare the performance of different data extraction methods. Besides data
extraction methods, this criterion can be extended to evaluate the performance of feature
extraction methods. Another possible subject is how search ranges affect the search
utility. The problem of performance limitations can also be explored further. The
relation between performance limitations and mean of the pairwise distances of a data
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